Control of HL-60 myeloid differentiation. Evidence of uncoupled growth and differentiation control, S-phase specificity, and two-step regulation.
Myeloid differentiation of HL-60 human promyelocytic leukemia cells was studied during DMSO-induced differentiation. G 1/0-specific growth arrest could occur without the usual associated subsequent phenotypic differentiation into mature myeloid cells, suggesting that growth arrest and phenotypic differentiation are separately regulated. In the course of differentiating, the cells achieved a semi-stable intermediate state where they had a labile, pre-commitment memory of exposure to inducer, but were not yet committed to differentiation. This state was associated with a nuclear structural change previously found to be associated with the precommitment memory state. The process of differentiation could thus be resolved into two steps, early events up through development of pre-commitment memory and late events subsequents to pre-commitment memory. The kinetics of terminal cell differentiation indicated that the cellular regulatory event initiating a program of differentiation in response to inducer was S phase-specific. A comparison of the present results for DSMO to previous results for retinoic acid (RA)-induced HL-60 myeloid differentiation showed that the two inducers effect different cellular pathways for differentiation of HL-60 cells to mature myeloid cells, but with certain common features including the above S-phase specificity and pre-commitment memory.